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On January 4, 2024, at approximately 2:00 AM, a Historic Core BID Officer noticed two
individuals reclining against the wall of a business within the 400 block on Broadway. The officer

approached them, informing them of their infringement and politely requesting them to move
elsewhere. Both individuals cooperated without resistance, relocating promptly and without any

additional complications.

On January 15, 2024, around 11:30 PM, during routine patrol, a Historic Core Officer spotted an
encampment within the enforcement zone. The tent appeared unoccupied at the time. Without
delay, the cleaning crew was notified and promptly dispatched. They efficiently dismantled and

disposed of the tent as per protocol.
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On January 4, 2024, at approximately 2:00 AM, during a routine patrol, a Historic Core BID Officer
was hailed by a pedestrian heading west on 5th Street. The pedestrian directed the officer's attention
to a gathering of people. Upon approaching the group, the officer observed an individual lying on the

ground, showing signs of a potential overdose. Quickly assessing the situation, the BID Officer
instructed their partner to dial 911 while they promptly began administering chest compressions to aid

the individual. Paramedics arrived a few minutes later and took over, transporting the subject to a
nearby hospital.

On January 10, 2024, at approximately 12:00 PM, a Historic Core Officer responded to a service
call in the 600 block of Spring regarding a male individual found sleeping inside a business.

Upon arrival, the individual was informed of the violation, but they responded with verbal
aggression. Despite the initial resistance, after several reminders to vacate the premises, the

individual eventually complied and relocated without further incident.



On January 18, 2024, at approximately 11:30 AM, a Historic Core BID Officer was alerted by
pedestrians at the corner of 7th & Broadway regarding a group of individuals consuming drugs on
the curb. The officer promptly approached the group, warning them of their violations and advising
them to cease their activities. The subjects complied with the officer's instructions and relocated

westbound on 7th St.

On January 19, 2024, around 11:30 AM, during patrol, a Historic Core BID Officer noticed a male
individual at 9th & Hill harassing passing bystanders. The officer intervened, issuing a warning to the

individual and advising them to cease their behavior and relocate. The subject complied without
further incident, leaving the area peacefully.
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On January 22, 2024, at approximately 7:30 AM, during patrol, a Historic Core BID Officer
observed a male individual asleep on the 400 block of Broadway. The individual had their

belongings spread out around them on the ground. The officer woke the individual and assisted
in relocating them. Subsequently, the belongings left behind by the individual were collected by

the clean team.

On January 21, 2024, at approximately 7:00 PM, while patrolling on 7th Street, a Historic Core BID
officer noticed a female individual lying on the ground. Upon approaching the scene, the officer

inquired with bystanders about the situation. It was reported that the female subject had passed out.
Acting swiftly, the BID Officer carefully moved her away from the curb. Recognizing the seriousness of
the situation, paramedics were immediately contacted as the individual remained unresponsive. Upon
their arrival, the paramedics determined that the female subject had overdosed. They administered

Narcan and transported her to the hospital for further medical attention.
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